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1. Monography

Zlatkova. L. Folk art - rhythm - spirit - culture, Llniversity
publisher ,rEpiscop K. Preslavski" zotg 286 s. ISBN: gZ8-6tg2O1-311-O.
In the monography the folk art is seen as a symbiosis between internal and external,
form and content, exoteric and esoteric. The folk art includes buildings (Bulgarian
renesaince house), embroidery, song as a trinity between music, poetry and dance
and fairy tales ets. The work includes an introduction, three parts and conclusion.
There is a rich visual material, note examples of some folk songs. It's aimed to the
wide audience, also to the students of pedagogical subjects and teachers. The
introduction looks at the premises for writing the work, necessity, actuality of the
problem for the present education. It presumes that the symbiosis of the elements of
the folk art may be a model to a future holistic school and the teachers may use its
symbols as an instruments not only in aesthetic subjects.
In the first part, called ,,From the number to the symbol" the folk art is considered
phenomenon of some elements which live and act together in symbiosis. These
elements gather a knowledge about human evolution like a hologram. Attention is
paid to the universal symbols and to the number as a symbol in the different parts
of the folk art, also to its place in human culture and its participation in the
civilizational processes.
as a

The second part is called ,,Folklore - a symbiosis of equal cultural elements ". It
refers to one of the aspects of its perception - the external. An analogy is made
between external, form and exoteric view of the folk art. The formal elements of
some aspects of the folk art are considered - the word (tale), the folk song (music,
text and movements - dance), the ornamentation in the embroidery and the
organization of the house.
The third part pays a special attention to internal, to invisible, to content in the
folk art, to the exoteric. The glance is directed to the connections between the
folklore and the stile, to the symbolism in the art. Some antique philosophical
teachings are considered through the prism of rhythm and numbers; an attempt
has been made to hierarchize the arts according to these teachings. The
construction of the Bulgarian home during the Revival, the embroidery of the
costumes, the patterns, the figures, the folk song as a trinity are analyzed with the
help of the rhythm, the rhythmical models and the meaning of the symbols they

contain. The functionary

of folk art is displayed and also its meaning for

disappearing and understanding the knowledge of our existence and development.
A special attention is paid to the music folklore and the meaning of the number
and rhythm for out folk songs. The rhythmical model is presented as an unity of a
form and content, as a bearer of both external and hidden knowledge. The
elements of the folk art as entity can fit successfully into the educational field. It
may be used as a formal principle in structuring the education, where the elements
of art can be used as a way of imparting knowledge, to understand the connections
between the phenomenon and processes in the world, to seek and discover a new
knowledge.

z. Publications

2.1.

Zlatkova, L. Rhythm As A Factor For Musical Genre's Manifestation
SocioBrains, ISSUE 15, NOVEMBER zor5, s. g6-gg.ISSN 2967-5Z2r

The study analyses musical genres, the musical means of expression that define them
and the correlation between them. Rhythm is defined to be the fundamental
factor for their appearance and manifestation and its role in their historical
development is also studied. Dance is one of the three primary musical genres
which include dance, march and song. It's rhythmical characteristics are
manifested in space and time by means of movement.

2.2.

Zlatkova, L. Rhythmical code and historical development
International Journal KNOWLEDGE, vol.r"r/ t, 2o1S, ss.
ISSN IBST-92

460 -

468.

https : //ikm. mk/wp-content/uploads/eo rq/os/ u. r.pdf

The study posits that there are connections between the rhythmical musical
constructions (rhythmical models) and the historical periods they live in.
Rhythmical model is a sequence that incudes metric pulsation, characteristic
rhythm and groups, logical accent, jointed in two or four bars. This kind of
model is popular all over the world and is characteristic of everything and
everywhere. It assumes that the models are condensed knowledge about the
development of human consciousness and a reflection of human thought with
the help of musical character and musical means of expression. Some examples
in the field of primary musical genres are given and analysed with regard to the
historical period of their manifestation.

z.g.

Zlatkova, L. Rhythmical model of the art - a hologram of the epoch
(the embroidery) B: Innovations in the Education, Faber, 2016, s.
168 - r74. ISBN g78-619-oo-o996-z

The report describes rhythmical models of the arts as an information about the
epoch, nationality, traditions, history and human development. It means that a
rhythmical model is just like a hologram - a small piece which includes all
about one thing and everything - all the human knowledge. This understanding

gives us a reason to speak about the rhythm as a cycle. The symbols of the
embroidery are considered as part of the life cycle. The symbols show who is the
person who wears this garment, what family he belongs to, is he/she married.
They also have more than one functions - to protect, to hell its owner, to keep
the fertility and the last function - to decorate.

2.4. Zlatkova, L. Rhythmical model - a manifestation of the spirit in folk
art in: Pedagogical Innovations Annual scientifi c-theoretical journal,
University of Ruse, zo16, s. 1<16 - 118, ISSN tgl4-77t4
The study posits that there is connection between the rhythmical constructions
(rhythmical models) and the historical periods for which they are typical.
Rhythm may give us information about the epoch, nationality, traditions,
history and human development. It assumes that the models are condensed
knowledge about the development of human consciousness and a reflection of
human thought. This understanding gives us a reason to speak about the
rhythm as a cycle, which includes in a small piece all the human knowledge just
like a hologram. Every part of the folk arts carries a knowledge, a wisdom and a
perspective of what was and what will be - the path of human being.

2.5. Zlatkova, L. Rhythmical

model of the art - a hologram of the spirit 3
(the building) in: Education and Technologies, Burgas 2otr7 - 8/2, s.
252 - 255. ISSN r3r4-r79r
http://www.edutechjournal.or#?page id=43o

The report describes rhy'thm and art's rhythmical models as a basis for understanding
human development with the help of the different sides of folklore. It assumes
that the models are condensed knowledge about human thought. We make a
hypothesis that there is a connection between Bulgarian buildings in antiquity
and during the national Revival, and King Solomon's temple. This connection is
based on the rhythmical organization of said buildings and it demonstrates the
idea that if a man is created in God's image, then his home, too, must resemble a
home of God. Based on this, the author feels justified positing that, like a
hologram, rhythm may be a means of perceiving the whole of mankind's
knowledge.

2.6. Zlatkova, L. The rhythm in different manifestations of folk art, in:

Annual of K. Preslavski University, Shumen Vol. XXII D, Faculty of
Education, rJniversity publisher ,,Episcop K. Preslavski ", shumen,
2018, s. 898 - 4o8. ISSN rgt4-6269

The exhibition presents some aspects of the rhythm manifestation in the elements of
folk art - embroidery, construction, word and song, dance and fairy tale,
ornamentation. Each of them is submit to a principle that reigns in our being
and determines our existence and development. The rhythm, the rhythmical
models of each art present the knowledge of who we are and what we are, bring
the richness of the Bulgarian spirit, and lead us forward if we are able to read
their symbols. This is possible if we have knowledge not only of the external and

the visible, but above all of the content and the hidden, which is visible to the
seeker and the open mind.

2.7.

Zlatkova, L. Exoteric and esoteric as a manifestation of the form and
content in the folk art, in: Innovations in the Education, Faber
Veliko Tarnovo 2<118, s. 191 - IyT.ISBN 978-6tg-oo-ogg6-2

The report describes the popular art as a symbiosis of different manifestation, acting
in its entirety, as a knowledge of the Universe encrlpted in images. Its external
and internal appearance - exoterically and esoterically - are compared to form
and content and rhythm and rhythmical model are the universal symbols that
unite them together. The rhythmical model may presume as an universal
knowledge - each recurring phenomenon or sequence, which has its o,,m
structure, characteristic elements of the life or cultural sphere, organized
according to the specifics of this sphere, has a certain duration and is repeated
on the principle of ostinato depending on the nature and material of its
elements.

2.8. Zlatkova, L. Rhythrnical Model - Spirit - Culture n: Education and
Technologies (member of Crossrefl, Burgas 2<118, Yol. g/2, s. So9 3 14. ISSN L3r4-L7 9r http : //ransr,v,edutechjournal. org/?page id = rO4g
The report views folk art as a knowledge of the universe. In its various manifestations
- speech, music, dance, pox, ornamentation and construction - are encoded
images and symbols, acting and acting in their entirety. The external is the
exoteric and the inner esoteric manifestation of folklore. They are
conditionally compared to form and content with rhythm and rhythmic patterns
being the universal symbol that unites them and binds them together. From the
fact that rhythmic elements are a building material in the existence of the world,
it is concluded that the rhythmic patterns in their different manifestations and
life events, phenomena, cycles have a causal link between them. The rhythmic
model can be seen as a miniature hologram, a bearer of information about the
age, nationality, lifestyle, and spirituality of the people who embedded it in their
art, culture, civilization.

z.g.

Zlatkova, L. The folk art - a bridge between visible and invisible in:
Annual of K. Preslavski University, Shumen Vol. XXIII, Faculty of
Education, IJniversity publisher ,,Episcop K. Preslavski " zolg s. 524

- SBS. ISSN 1814-6269

The report considers folk art as a symbiosis between its various manifestations
(buildings, fairy-tail, song, song letters - poetics, dance, embroidery), the
functions of folklore in the past and the present and the apparent and hidden in
its elements. Particular attention is paid to the symbols that are woven into a
fairy-tale, song, dance, construction, embroidery, to the rhythm as an

organizing factor for its means of expression and the rhythmic patterns that
bring knowledge and cosmogony of our ancestors.

2.1o. Zlatkova,

L. Rhythm and symbolism in the folk music art

B:

Education and Technologies (member of Crossreflr Burgas 2org 1.of 2,
244
s.
2So.
ISSN
t3L4-L79t
http : //www. edutectrj ournal. org/?page id= r7o g&lang= en
In the exhibition, the numbers are considered as symbols in the antique philosophical
doctrines. It emphasizes rhythm as a unifying principle and a development
factor not only of the world in which we live but also of the art we create. The
concepts of the number as a symbol in Pythagorean, Rosicrucian, Hermetic, as
well as in Kabbalah and Christianity give reason to look for the meaning of the
different and specific rhythm in Bulgarian folk music in its trinity - music,
poetics, dance. Some examples of the rhythmic variety of our folk music are
given and an attempt has been made to analyse it from the point of view of
numbers and rhythmic patterns, such as code and knowledge of the people
who created them.

2.r1. Zlatkova, L. Rhythm as a s5rmbol in the folk art s: Innovations in the
Education, Faber Veliko Tarnovo z,or9, s. 2o7 - z16. ISBN gZ8-6tgoo-o996-z

The exhibition considers the number as a symbol and the rhythm as a cosmic
category and their interpretation in the ancient philosophical doctrines:
Pythagorean, Kabbalah, Rosicrucian's. Art is represented as one of the three
pillars of communication, along with the religion and the science on which the
human development has embraced. In this respect, the folk art is a syncretism
with many added function - it keeps, bl"rr"r, identifies, creates a
communication and decorates and entertains on the last place. At its core are
rhythm and number as symbols and they bring all the human knowledge about
us

- who we are and where we are going.

2.l-2. Zlatkova, L. Rhythmic in primary school an efflective way of
musical education, in: TechCo - Lovech z'otg, s. 45 - 5<r. ISSN zSBSoTgx
The exhibition examines movement as a method for understanding the means
of expression and dance in the music lessons in primary school. The aim is to
pay more attention to the understanding of the musical whole with the help of
rhythm and movement. Various rhythmic games and exercises are offered,
aimed at different means of expression in music, as well as means for motor
coordination and orientation in space.

2.r3. Zlatkova, L. Motor awareness of dance genres in music lessons at
school in: TechCo - Lovech zor9, s. 87 - 44.ISSN z5gg-o7gX

The report examines the place of the dance genre, one of the three pillars of music, in
music lessons at school. The concept of "rhythmic model" is introduced as a
specific combination of pulsation, rhythmic drawing and logical accent,
combined in two or four bars that is repeated as ostinato. Each dance genre
acquires its own identity, which allows it to be recognized in music. Motor
reproduction and awareness of rhythmic patterns helps children in school to
know and more easily determine the nature of sounding music. This in turn

leads

to the construction of

qualities such as observation, flexibility,

imagination. Some motor games are mentioned as a means of motor awareness
of the means of expression in music.

2.a4. Zlatkova, L. Art studios and their purpose of children's and
teacher's development, in: ,rEducational technologies ", Faber, 2ot2
c. tg7 - L4S.ISBN 978-954-4oo-:ll-g
The report describes good practices of an alternative extra-curricular primary school
activity - Art Workshops. The workshops, which take place at the respective
school, are led by volunteer students and are aimed at children, who wish to
work with art, but are unable to do it in other forms. On the one hand, the fact
that they are not mandatory, but, at the same time, adjusted with respect to
children's necessities, to their specific perception of the world, helps workshops'
leaders unleash the child's thinking and prevent social standards from defining
it. On the other hand, the workshop leaders themselves become more liberated,
free-thinking and find new ways for their future work as teachers.

2.a5. Zlatkova, L. Children and parents together in Wonder-world, in:
,,Innovations in the Education ", Faber, 2<118, s. 129 - aB2.ISBN gj$954-4oo-925-o
The report describes good practices of an alternative extra-curricular primary school
activity - Art Workshops. The workshops, which take place at the respective
school, are led by volunteer students and are aimed at children who wish to
work with art but are unable to do it in other forms. On the one hand, the fact
that they are not mandatory but, at the same time, adjusted with respect to
children's necessities, to their specific perception of the world, helps workshops'
leaders unleash the child's thinking and prevent social standards from defining
it. On the other hand, the workshop leaders themselves become more liberated,
free-thinking and find new ways for their future work as teachers. TOGETHER
is a project, which aims to attract the attention of adults parents,
grandparents, brothers, sisters, etc. The proposal is to let them help us with
making toys, playrng games, to be together with their children in other
situations. It may stop the school aggression and would be good for the
relationship between grown-ups and youngsters.

2.L6. Zlatkova, L. Rhythm - culture - education, in: SocioBrains, rsSUE
75, NOVEMBER 2o2o, s. 88 - 9r ISSN 2567-572l
The article considers rhythm as a unif,ring and organizing universal principle,
the various arts are analysed in their capacity as form-forming elements of
culture and manifestation of the human spirit in its evolutionary development.
It is believed that human life and the development of art are two sides of the
same process, based on causal relationships, united by rhythm and movement.
The rhythmical model in the various arts is a carrier of knowledge about being
and sociality. The knowledge of its elements and its functioning enable the
education and upbringing of children to be focused on the perception and
knowledge of the world as a whole.

z,a7. Zlatkova, L. Music lectures - a means of developing student,s
creativity, in: SocioBrains, ISSUE 75, NOVEMBER 2o2o, s. 92 - 94
ISSN zg67-g7zr
The following work considers the methods of planning a scenario for music
lectures. It follows the ways and means of collecting and adapting proper music
examples for young audiences and prognosticating the psychological reactions
of children during the lectures.

2.18. Zlatkova, L. The movements in musical education in: SocioBrains,
ISSUE 75, NOVEMBER 2o2o) s. 84 - 87ISSN z967-g7zr
Abstract: The article discusses some reasons for using movement and games in
music class. A connection is sought between the development of musical
abilities and motor reaction. The place of the movement in the current
educational system is indicated - in kindergartens and schools. Based on the
experience and research of the author, exemplary tasks for the development of
musical-rhythmic abilities through the means of movement based on dance and
dance in music are given.

2.r9. Zlatkova, L. To discover the world -a conception of completeness in
primary school in: socioBrains rssue T4roctober 2o2o s.72 - Ts ISSN
z967-572r

The report examines the idea of creating an educational model which is aimed at
developing a model of curriculum on integrated topics combining the
knowledge and skills of the various subjects studied in elementary school as a
holistic educational system. The aim of the project is to create an educational
model as an innovative practice for getting a complete picture of the world to
the child by pooling the knowledge received by individual subjects at school.
Each unit is based on learning by action, observation, analysis, and summary
generates an information base of knowledge, skills and competencies to
encourage children from elementary school to seek and rediscover the
phenomena in the world and themselves as a part of this world.

2.2o. Zlatkova, L. Young teachers and the idea of completeness of the
educational process, in: SocioBrains Issue 74, October 2o2o s.76 - 79
ISSN 2367-572r
The report examines the idea of the integrity of the learning process, and is based on
the world as a single organism with the phenomena and processes in it.
Students and young teachers are looking for new methods and tools to meet the
new times, the growing demands of children and students, to develop
observation and imagination in them so that they can become seekers and
creators. The offered educational model is tested in an extracurricular form of
work and helps students to understand and use more effectively the educational
information in life.

z.zr,. Zlatkova, L. Young people educational concerts - in a period of
quarantine, in:,,Science and Education" http://sedu.uniburgas.bg/
s. r84-r9o 2o2o, ISSN 2683-o19r, NACID lD 3642
The report examines the preparation and conducting of a musical lecture for children
(educational concerts) in a period of social isolation, realized by students future music teachers. The stages that its organization has to go through are
traced - from the rise of the idea, through the survey children of primary school
age on the topic and materials, to the selection of participants and its
implementation in an online platform. The lectures were prepared and
organized by students of the music educational department in Shumen
University "Bishop K. Preslavski". They were presented to their colleagues from
other pedagogical specialties and to a group of children from primary school in
the university's basic schools on the zoom platform. The lecture is one of the
forms in which students can present their creativity and knowledge of the
elective course "Music and stage directing for children.

2.22. Zlatkova, L. D. Yankova The principle of integrity - a different
educational perspective, in: rrEvolution against revolution
or for the models of developrnent ", Proceeding of the international
scientific conference tT - 19 September 2ozo
vol. z, Ruse 2o2o s.484 - 442 ISBN gZ8-6tg-74o4-r6-6
The report examines the necessity of changing the current educational model. It is
very important to be done today because of children's lost interest, low activity,
functional illiteracy. The central principle in the presented educational
conception is integrity - the child's ability to perceive and realize different
aspects of the object, phenomenon or process. In this way, the young person has
an opportunity to seek and discover connections and dependencies in every life
and professional activity.

2.28. Zlatkova, L. Rhythmic education - a way for comprehending music in
its entirety, in: ,,Pedegogical education - traditions and modern ",
Proceeding of the international scientific conference, Veliko Tarnovo,
zozo) s.847 - BS7, ISSN zSB4 - 9BL7

The report examines some aspects of movement as a means of realizing musical
expression and an effective way to understand a musical work as a whole. The
reasons for neglecting Rhythmic at school are indicated and ways are offered for
overcoming it by introducing the discipline Rhythmic in the specialties prepared
by future pedagogues. Rhythmic will help both students and children not only to
understand better the means of musical expression, but also to gain a holistic
view of art and world.
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